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71Archaic Egyptian Cosmology

The invisible reality was emphasized through
various significant mythological events. Of these
events, to give one example, one finds that Isis, the
granddaughter of the sun god Ra, tirelessly plans
many times with many tricks to obtain or steal
the real and hidden name in which the secret of
the power of that god resides. In this context, the
secret of Ra’s power is derived from or depends
on his invisible or hidden name. Moreover, the
god Ra manifests himself in multiple visible forms,
symbols, and iconic images. He appears as “ a fal
con or a ram or in anthropomorphic form with the
falcon’s or a ram’s head, and so forth. These are all

merely visible effigies, conceived as hieroglyphs,
intended to allow recognition throughout his nu
merous characteristics and attributes” (Sourouzian
1987: 26, italics are added).

Besides the polarity visible/invisible, there are
 other sets of opposites: light/darkness and heat/
cold. Degrees of visibility as well as of light and
heat were connected to the movements of the
 sun whose different names and forms indicate a
 s pectrum of light and heat. Atum means the sun
in the evening twilight or “he who is not” during
the night. Another name of the sun god is Khepri,
meaning “he who becomes,” describing the aspect
 °f the rising sun. Khepri is related to the verb
kheper which means “to come into being” as well
as to the word kheperer which refers to the scarab
beetle. The name Ra means “the sun reigning in
 the zenith” (Moret 1972: 370).

 As a representative of order, Ra conquered
 chaos through the creation of the universe. After
the creation was completed, all chaotic factors and
negative forces retreated to the marginal borders
 °f the ordered universe (Grimal 1992: 41). This
 implies the opposite order/disorder in which the
first term, order, encompasses the second.

Having no female partner or wife, the demiurge
 Ba created out of himself “a divine pair of off
spring.” One was male called Shu (air), lord of dry-
nes s, and the other was female known as Tefnet,
goddess of humidity or moisture. Then, out of light
(°r heat), came the opposite dryness/humidity or
 w ctness, associated with the opposite male/female.
 Shu was represented as a man crowned with a
feather, while Tefnet, a woman or lioness.

Another divine couple was bom from the union
 °f the “dry” (Shu) and the “humid” (Tefnet). This
couple was the male deity Geb (earth) and god

 dess Nut (sky). Nut was represented as a woman
stretching her naked body over the earth. The lord
Sh u (air) holds Nut (the sky) up separating her
(h) from her husband Geb (earth). Geb appears
as a recumbent man hoisting himself up on one

elbow and binding a knee. The mountains known
 as “Risings of Geb” were formed from his petrified
position (Moret 1972: 370). Geb stands for hard
ness, solidness, and cohesion, while Nut stands
for softness, tenderness where she was represent
ed as a beautiful binding woman adorned with
stars. Earth and sky, then, imply the opposition
hardness/softness associated with man/woman or
husband/wife. Geb, the earth god, enjoyed a high
prestige as being the father of humanity (Grimal

 1992: 47). 4 Also, Nut, the sky, enjoyed a high
position as being high or above as well as being a
dwelling place of the sun, the highest cosmic god.

From the union of the earth and sky, four dei
ties, opposed in pairs, were born. Osiris and Isis,
and Seth and Nephthys. These deities were inte
grated in the Great Ennead of Heliopolis, however,
they form what can be labeled social cosmology
that will be discussed in detail soon. The transition
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Fig. 1: Divine genealogy and related constituents and principles
of Egyptian cosmogony.

4 Diodorus Siculus mentioned that Shu and Geb played the
roles of Kronos and Zeus, respectively. This statement
implies that Geb, like Zeus, was the father of humankind
(Grimal 1992: 217).


